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Keep them Coming

SEND US YOUR NEW SONGS

graham@tradartsteam.co.uk

We are in a period of fast-moving political development which will
translate into opportunities for political action as the multiple
crises we are living through move forward.

We have a collection of great songs for you plus musical notation or
a web link where you can pick up the tune. Sometimes we have
given you both.

SEND USYOUR NEW SONGS so that the collection can grow and your songs
can be heard.
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Ring-a-ring o' roses,
A pocket full of posies,
A-tishoo! A-tishoo!
We all fall down --- DEAD

Ashes in the Water
Ashes in the Sea
We all fall down with a
One two three

This is a song purportedly coming from the
Great Plague in the 17th Century:



Merthyr Rising, Wales, 1831
The first time in the world where people flew the red

flag as a symbol of revolution

Cheese and Bread
David Rovics youtu.be/99T_JjzRvJ8

1831, the age of industry begun
For the working folk of Wales, life was short
With wages cut again it was only sensible that then
Folks took over and shut down the debtors’ court

The gentry pulled the wire, told their men to open fire
And restore the rule of their estate
But as the night descended and the battle ended
The soldiers had all fled behind a gate

They chanted “cheese and bread”
And “our children must be fed”
In the days when Wales rose against the crown
They chanted “cheese and bread”
With a bloody loaf above their heads
When the red flag flew in Merthyr Town

The message went out east and west to put the gentry to the test
The cavalry was ambushed and turned back
After so long playing defence, the time had come now whence
The workers were the ones on the attack

The crown sent soldiers by the score until order was restored
Then came Dic Penderyn’s execution
Another martyr for the cause, meant to give us pause
The next time the people call for revolution
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Message from David Rovics:
“At 10 am Pacific Time (6 pm GMT) every Monday, I host an
open mic on the Facebook page of Popular Resistance and
various other platforms”

Anyone can sign up to take part at davidrovics.com/pomm
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Red Café
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3291148264243207

Stephen Booton
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In the factory I worked in behind power presses
We held lunchtime meetings called the Red Café
We were debating the state of the nation
You name the subject, we would discuss it

Chorus
In the Red Café we talked through our lives
Fighting for causes and taking our sides
In the Red Cafe through strikes and through sit ins
We were debating the state of the nation

My workmates were commies, Sun readers and comics
Musicians, lovers and keepers of birds
They collected the coupons, attended the matches
Married their sweethearts and lived out their lives
Chorus

Middle 8
Communist China, the state of the west
The future of football, the young Georgie Best
CND marches, nuclear tests
The Vietnam war and what we do next

My workmates were drinkers, gamblers, thinkers
Rejecting the notion that they’d have no say
They fished in the rivers, drank in the local
Supported the miners and spent all their pay
Chorus
Middle 8

We worked in our factory, all joined the union
All stuck together, we understood power
We met every lunch time, planned for our future
Fought for the issues we wanted to hear
Chorus
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Poor old Edward Colston you’re no longer on your plinth
Bring him down, bring him down!
The people brought an end to your philanthropic glint
Bring him down, bring him down!
No longer gazing from on high at the streets your money built
Your pockets lined with suffering, your hemlines stuffed with guilt
As a rope grips tight around your neck and your body starts to tilt
Bring him down, bring him down, bring him down!

For 150 years or more, you stood up there, so fine
Bring him down, bring him down!
Looking out on Bristol docks where the slaves ships were aligned
Bring him down, bring him down!
100 thousand lives you tore from their native land
To pilfer bumper profits into your greasy hands
So farewell, Edward Colston, this is your final stand!
Bring him down, bring him down, bring him down!

So raise a glass of Jamaican rum to the crew of Bristol town
Bring him down, bring him down!
Who climbed the lofty pedestal and pulled the bastard down
Bring him down, bring him down!
They rolled him down the city streets, cheering by his side
They took him to the old slave docks and dumped him in the tide
So farewell, Edward Colston, enjoy your final ride!
Bring him down, bring him down, bring him down!

So Nelson, Rhodes and Churchill take care and watch your backs
Bring ’em down, bring ’em down!
Who knows when the dismember crew might go on the attack
Bring ’em down, bring ’em down!
So all you high born Tories there’s no more to discuss
Get down off your pedestals and please don’t make a fuss
We only want to do to you what you have done to us
Bring ’em down, bring ’em down!
Bring ’em down, bring ’em down!
Bring ’em down, bring ’em down!
Bring ’em down, bring ’em down!

Bring Him Down
youtu.be/t0rb9mrkhb4Dave Rogers
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When this is all over, how will we feel?
Tell me, how will we feel?
Humbled, grateful we survived the ordeal
That’s how I hope we will feel.

When this is all over, what will we think?
Tell me, what will we think?
“In Mother Nature’s chain we are each a precious link”
That’s what I hope we will think

Bridge:
We can count our blessings and go back to the old days
Or we can start anew
We could learn a lesson and change our ways
It’s up to me and you

When this is all over, what will we know?
Tell me, what will we know?
“You shall reap exactly what you sow”
That’s what I hope we will know

When this is all over, what will we do?
Tell me, what will we do?
You’ll care for me, and I’ll care for you
That’s what I hope we will do
That’s what I hope we will do
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WHEN THIS IS ALL OVER
Pat Lamanna
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BEYOND A JOKE
Let’s not mince words. The Labour Party is now the witch-hunting party led by a Zionist
puppet.What the Israel lobby tells him to do, he will do.What the Israel lobby tells him to
say, he will say. Shouldn’t we worry that the leader of a major parliamentary party in this
country is the creature of a foreign power? And not just any foreign power but a criminal
state, a racist state, an apartheid state, a state with one of the worst human rights records in
the world. The Labour Party has had some dodgy leaders in its time but surely never one
so vapid as Sir Keir Starmer.

Rebecca Long-Bailey, Shadow Education Secretary, has been sacked from the Shadow
Cabinet. Her sin was refusing to retract a tweet recommending an interview with the actor
Maxine Peake in the Independent newspaper. In the interview, Maxine Peake alleges that
the tactics used by the police in America, kneeling on George Floyd’s neck, was learnt
from seminars with Israeli secret services. This, according to the Israel lobby and its
puppet, is antisemitic.Well, I’ve examined this accusation forwards and backwards, turned
it upside down and inside out and I can’t detect even an iota of anti-semitism in it.

What is antisemitic are Starmer’s frequent references to ‘the Jewish community’ as if we are
a monolithic body all of one mind. Israel is a state not a person and certainly not a Jew. Its
problem is that it claims to represent all the Jews in the world. That, however, is a lie. It
doesn’t. Attacking the state of Israel and its criminal policies is never antisemitic any more
than attacking Myanmar for its oppression of the Rohingya people is anti-Buddhist or
attacking the Islamic State of Iran for its brutal treatment of dissidents and political
prisoners is anti-Moslem.

Is the accusation true? A bracketed statement in the article points out that a spokesperson
for the Israeli police has denied it.Well, they would wouldn’t they. Israel also denies that it
tortures Palestinian children. But it does.

Leon Rosselson
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Palestinian children arrested by Israeli military and police are systematically subject to
degrading treatment, and often to acts of torture, are interrogated in Hebrew, a language they
do not understand, and sign confessions in Hebrew in order to be released. (UN Committee
on the Rights of the Child)

What is certain and well-documented is that U.S. police have received training on crowd
control, use of force and surveillance by Israel’s national police, military and intelligence
services, according to an Amnesty International USA report of August 25th 2016. Law
enforcement officers from many U.S. States travel to Israel for training or receive training
from Israeli officials in the U.S. The Zionist lobby has for many years funded police chiefs,
assistant chiefs and captains to train in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories.

According to the American women’s peace group Code Pink, over 100 Minnesota police
attended a 2012 “counterterrorism training” conference hosted by the Israeli consulate at
which U.S. officer learned violent techniques used by Israeli forces to abuse and traumatise
Palestinians. According to Palestinian rights activist, Neta Golan, co-founder of the
International Solidarity movement, quoted by Steve Sweeney in the Morning Star:When I
saw the picture of killer cop Derek Chauvin murdering George Floyd by leaning in on his
neck as he cried for help and the other cops watched, I remembered noticing when many
Israeli soldiers began using this technique of leaning in on our chest and necks when we
were protesting in the West Bank sometime in 2006.

They started twisting and breaking fingers in a particular way around the same time. It was
clear they had undergone training for this. They continue to use these tactics — two of my
friends have had their necks broken but luckily survived — and it is clear that they (Israel)
share these methods when they train police for ‘crowd control’ in the U.S. and other countries
including Sudan and Brazil.
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Jewish Voice for Peace in the States is leading a campaign to end the collaboration between
American police, ICE, border patrol and FBI with soldiers, police, border agents from Israel.
In these programmes,‘worst practices’ are shared to promote and extend discriminatory
and repressive policing practices that already exist in both countries, including extrajudicial
executions, shoot-to-kill policies, police murders, racial profiling, massive spying and
surveillance, deportation and detention, and attacks on human rights defenders.

So is the accusation true? Who knows? Given Israel’s vicious techniques of repression
against the Palestinian people, it seems eminently plausible. In any case, this particular
restraining technique isn’t the main issue here.What should be the focus is censorship, the
suppression of freedom of speech and the use of antisemitism accusations as a tool to
silence criticism of Zionism and the apartheid state of Israel.

Die gedanken sind frei, my thoughts freely flower
It’s everyone’s right to speak truth to power
Truth cannot be silenced by threats or by violence
No-one can deny, die gedanken sind frei

It’s my right to maintain Jews are not a nation
And the Zionist state is a cruel aberration
And if Zionist critics cry antisemitic
I say that they lie. Die gedanken sind frei

The Zionist lobby they smear and they libel
Care nothing for justice, their values are tribal
Concocting excuses for Israel’s abuses
Free speech they decry, but die gedanken sind frei

I say Israel’s crimes are not in my name
It steals land, it steals water, no conscience, no shame.
It murders, it tortures, yet Israel’s supporters
Just turn a blind eye. Die gedanken sind frei

Die gedanken sind frei, my thoughts freely flower
It’s everyone’s right to speak truth to power
Truth must not be silenced by threats or by violence
No-one can deny, die gedanken sind frei

“Die Gedanken sind frei”
(thoughts are free) is a
German folk song about
freedom of thought, which is
often sung at times of
struggle.

Leon Rosselson sings his
version at
youtu.be/ym0Ef_a3O4w
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WHAT DIDYOU LEARN AT HOME TODAY

Graham Langley Based on a song by Tom Paxton

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned that school is now my home
I learned to study all alone
I watch TV and the internet
For the education I can get
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned that policemen are my friends
I learned they needn’t make amends
I learned that kneeling on a black man’s neck
Means they won’t lose their pay cheque
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned delays caused many deaths
The virus comes with every breath
I learned to protect myself with a mask
I learned there’s things I shouldn’t ask.
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned that Britain’s in the lead
For wasted millions and for greed
Corona virus for the poor
While the rich are gathering more and more.
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned that the cabinet have no cares
Because they are all millionaires
They all went to public schools
They learned how to bend the rules
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned when banners are unfurled
That protest spreads around the world
I learned that change is up to me
I learned that this world can be free
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

youtu.be/0iSisz9uLiI
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WHAT DIDYOU LEARN AT HOME TODAY, US VERSION
Pat Lamanna

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine?
I learned that school is now my home, I learned to study all alone
I watch TV and the internet for the education I can get
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine? (2X)
I learned that denial causes death
The virus can lurk on anyone’s breath
I learned to protect myself with a mask
I learned that there’s things I shouldn’t ask
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home.

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine? (2X)
I learned that democracy can die, when our leaders cheat and lie
I learned that justice never ends, For the president and his friends
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine? (2X)
I learned that our government doesn’t care
If bombs and tear gas fill the air
I learned that the President called in the cops
So he could get his photo ops
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine? (2X)
I learned that some cops take a knee when people protest peacefully
But others kill Black women and men,
And they do it again and again
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home.

What did you learn at home today, dear little girl of mine? (2X)
I learned when banners are unfurled
That protest spreads around the world
I learned that this world can be free
I learned that change is up to me
That’s what I learned at home today, that’s what I learned at home
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n August 1958, James Wilson, a black janitor, was sentenced to death in
Alabama, having been convicted of robbing an 80-year old white woman
of $1.95. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
was barred from helping Wilson because it was not allowed to operate in
Alabama. Petitions of protest flooded in from all over the world. These
may have had some effect in getting the sentence reduced … to life
imprisonment.

youtu.be/VT5Iw2bojxE

Ballad of Jimmy Wilson
Peggy Seeger, 1959
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In Alabama 1958
The cost of human life was very low
A man who’s black is trampled down
Just like men were a thousand years ago

Chorus:
But these are more enlightened days
Cruel men and savage ways we left long ago
Now everyone can walk their road in peace
For all are free!

Five thousand years ago a million men
Were gathered into royal Egypt's hands
Bound together, forced to build
Pyramids of stone in desert sand

Oh Mary’s son walked through a land of woe
Dreaming of the world as it could be
The good and lawful men of Rome
Nailed him like a robber to a tree

In Britain just a hundred years ago
The gaols were full of poor and hungry men
Diggers, Chartists, many more
Fought and died and rose to fight again

Last year a Negro stole a dollar bill
The judge he said “We mustn't be severe
Instead of death we'll give him life
Imprisonment to show there's justice here”

And so throughout the ages we have seen
How progress marches ever on its way
No rack, no wheel, no Spanish boot
For Alabama’s prisoners today

The plague still runs throughout the world today
From Brum to Minneapolis and back
A plague of ignorance and hate
Some walk in fear because their skin is black

Final chorus:
So in these more enlightened days
No room for all these savage ways
Leave them, let them go
Now everyone should walk their road in peace
Let all be free!
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Sung by Janice Buckner at youtu.be/QgoAnBHBw74
Walter Robinson (final verse by John McCutcheon)

HARRIET TUBMAN
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One night I dreamed I was in slavery
’Bout 1850 was the time
Sorrow was the only sign
Nothing around to ease my mind
Out of the night appeared a lady
Leading a distant Pilgrim band
“First mate” she yelled, pointing her hand
“Make room aboard for this young woman”

Chorus:
Singing come on up, I got a lifeline
Come on up to this train of mine
Come on up, I got a lifeline
Come on up to this train of mine
She said her name was Harriet Tubman
And she drove for the underground railroad

Hundreds of miles we travelled onward
Gathering slaves from town to town
Seeking every lost and found
Setting those free that once were bound
Somehow my heart was growing weaker
I fell by the wayside's sinking sand
Firmly did this lady stand
She lifted me up and took my hand

Chorus

Who are these children dressed in red
They must be the ones that Moses led
Who are these children dressed in red
They must be the ones that Moses led

When I awoke, no more I called her
Finding new strengths for the tasks were shown
Sisters and brothers leaving their homes
Their histories, their people and all they’d known
And they are fleeing from Guatemala
Chile, Brazil, El Salvador
Fleeing from the prisons of war
Through the night and through Mexico to our door

Chorus
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MEAN THINGS HAPPENING
COVID19 version

Original song written by John Handcox during the great depression in America
Pete Seeger sings another version at youtu.be/c4GCyKGZnpE

By Jacky Chambers

John L. Handcox (1904-1992) was a Great Depression-era tenant farmer and
union advocate from Arkansas renowned for his politically charged songs
and poetry.

In 1935, Handcox joined the Southern Tenant Farmers Union and began
writing songs and poetry to rally the group's members. Two years later,
Charles Seeger and Sidney Robertson recorded him for the Library of
Congress. His songs were later promoted by fellow protest songsters, Pete
Seeger,Woody Guthrie, and Joe Glazer. After disappearing from the public
eye for almost forty years, Handcox emerged in the 1980s for the 50th
anniversary celebration of the STFU in Memphis. In 1984, he composed two
songs criticizing the presidency of Ronald Reagan.
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There is mean things happening in this world
There is mean things happening in this world
A deadly virus has arrived
And we had to stay inside
There is mean things happening in this world

There is strange things happening in this world
There is strange things happening in this world
From those bats it all began
From that market in Wuhan
There is strange things happening in this world

Now some mean things have happened to this world
Some mean things have happened to this world
Cross the world by plane it spread
Nearly half a million dead
Some mean things have happened to this world

There is mean things happening in this land
There is mean things happening in this land
Did not lock down here in time
Thought that things would be just fine
There is mean things happening in this land

There were mean things happened in this land
There were means things happened in this land
Boris went on shaking hands
He just didn’t understand
There were mean things happened in this land

And strange things happened to you and me
Strange things happened for all to see
Toilet rolls could not be found
Empty food shelves all around
Strange things happened to you and me

For too long there’s been austerity
For too long there’s been austerity
So if you’re sick and need a bed
Clap your hands and pray instead

Stay at home – protect the NHS
Stay at home – protect the NHS
But Dominic Cummings broke the rules
Took the rest of us for fools
There is mean things happening this land

Now mean things will happen in this land
Mean things will happen in this land
Mass unemployment lies ahead
Let’s do Brexit – now – instead!
Mean things will happen in this land
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There is mean things happening in this land
Mean things happening in this land
But the people are [union’s] going on
The people are [union’s] growing strong
There's mean things happening in this land

[There is mean thing happening in this land
Mean things happening in this land
On the eighteenth day of May the union called a strike
But the planters and their bosses throwed the people outta their shacks
There is mean things happening in this land

There is mean thing happening in this land
Mean things happening in this land
Children crying in the street
They ain't got no food to eat
There's mean things happening in this land

There are mean thing happening in this land
Mean things happening in this land
We sent our boys all off to war
Now tell me what was it all for?
There's mean things happening in this land

There are mean thing happening in this land
Mean things happening in this land
If you're black or brown or tan
You're in trouble with the man
There's mean things happening in this land

There is mean thing happening in this land
Mean things happening in this land
But the people are [union’s] going on
The people are [union’s] growing strong
There's mean things happening in this land
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